The Jokoo-ION 150 A C is an automatic sodium, potassium and chloride analyser which uses ion-selective electrodes. The sample mode can be whole-blood, serum or urine. To evaluate a urine sample, a previous dilution (1:6) with the standard 1 solution is required. For three concentrations of control materials, the total precision (CV) ranged from 0"17 to 1"22% for sodium, 0"22 to 1"69% for potassium and 0"16 to 0"74% for chloride.
The system demonstrated acceptable performance in Primary standards were prepared in the same way as those used in the linearity and inaccuracy study. Log. concentration Electrode response study
The response of each electrode was studied separately, using a serum pool and concentrating on the response time and the stability of the steady state obtained [15] .
For that purpose an analogue registrator was connected to the outlet of every electrode. In figure 10 the concentrations of the sodium ion are shown on the abscissa and those of the potassium ion on the ordinate-thus the evolution of the potassium ion In this assay, very small differences in the chloride ion, potassium ion and sodium ion evaluations were observed, except for the samples with a haematocrit higher than 65%, where the potassium ion concentration value was subject to a strong increase. This effect could result from the way the sample flows through the capillary which 5 .17.
Conclusions
The evaluation described here includes guidelines for ionselective electrode analyser evaluations. The following results were found from the assays reported: 
